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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

While Petitioner Dan Ryan Builders, Inc. 's (hereafter "DRB") recitation of the factual 

and procedural history of this matter ("State Case") and the related matter formerly pending 

before the United States District Court for the Northern District of West Virginia ("Federal 

Case") is generally accurate, Hornor Brothers Engineers (hereafter "HBE") disagrees with certain 

ofDRB's representations. More specifically, HBE disagrees with DRB's representation that the 

Circuit Court granted HBE summary judgment as to DRB's contribution claim (Petitioner'S Brief 

at p. 1) to the extent DRB implies that the Circuit Court granted HBE summary judgment only as 

to that claim and not as to DRB's other third-party claims. HBE very clearly moved for summary 

judgment on all counts asserted against it in DRB's Third-Party Complaint, which included: 

contribution, contractual indemnification, and breach of contract, I and the Circuit Court granted 

HBE summary judgment as to all such claims and dismissed the same, with prejudice. (R0027

28). DRB failed to address its contractual indemnification and breach of contract counts in any 

material way' in its briefmg to the Circuit Court in response to HBE' s Motion for Summary 

Judgment (See R0827-0858, R0896-0905), and made no mention of these counts in its appellate 

brief, instead focusing solely on its claim of contribution. Accordingly, HBE submits that any 

argument as to the viability ofDRB's claims ofcontractual indemnification and breach of 

contract against HBE is waived, and the sole issue before this Court on appeal is whether the 

Circuit Court pro}:lerly awarded HBE summary judgment as to DRB's third-party contribution 

I (R0355 - "Hornor Brothers Engineers respectfully requests that the Court award it summary 
judgment as to all ofDRB's claims..." Emphasis added.) 

2 DRB referenced its third-party contractual indemnification claim against HBE in passing in 
the last two lines of its Memorandum in Opposition to HBE's Motion for Summary Judgment. (R0836). 
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claim. 

HBE further disagrees with DRB's statement that the claims asserted in its Third-Party 

Complaint in this matter bear no relation to claims adjudicated in the Federal Case. Petitioner's 

Brief at p. 8. Quite the opposite, because of the close relationship between the claims 

litigated/adjudicated in the Federal Case, and the claims asserted by DRB's Third-Party 

Complaint, the Circuit Court granted HBE summary judgment based upon the doctrine of res 

judicata. To aid the Court's analysis, HBE submits the following concise summary of relevant 

facts: 

On or about February 9, 2009, homeowner plaintiffs filed the instant action against DRB 

and its related entities and employees seeking alleged damages stemming from, among other 

things, the subsidence/slippage of a hillside within the Crystal Ridge subdivision located in 

Bridgeport, West Virginia (hereafter referred to as the "State Case"). (R0030). As DRB 

acknowledges, the "predominant thrust of the plaintiffs' claims in this case involved the 

catastrophic failure of that fill slope." Petitioner's Brief at p. 5. Although the State Case has 

been pending for over seven (7) years, and the homeowner plaintiffs have filed three amended 

complaints after the initial complaint, plaintiffs have asserted no claims against HBE. 

Ten months after the instant case was filed, on December 8, 2009, DRB filed an action 

concerning the same hillside subsidence/slippage in the United States District Court for the 

Northern District ofWest Virginia (styled Dan Ryan Builders, Inc. v. Crystal Ridge 

Development, Inc., et al. - hereafter referred to as "Federal Case") against Crystal Ridge 

Development, Inc., Lang Brothers, Inc., and Robert S. Lang (collectively referred to as "Lang 

Parties"). (R0356). In the Federal Case, presided over by the Honorable Irene M. Keeley, DRB 

alleged, inter alia, that the Lang Defendants' negligence resulted in a slope failure on multiple 
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lots within the Crystal Ridge subdivision. ld. 

On June 4, 2010, DRB filed an Amended Complaint in the Federal Case which merely 

omitted Count IV (Defense and Indemnification) found in the initial Complaint. (R0375). On 

April 4, 2011, the Lang Defendants filed a Third-Party Complaint in the Federal Case against 

HBE, asserting claims of implied indemnity, contribution, and breach of contract, premised on 

the assertion that HBE was the actual and proximate cause of the damages claimed by DRB. 

(R0392). 

On or about March 26, 2012, DRB filed its Third-Party Complaint in the State Case 

against the Lang Defendants and HBE. DRB alleged, generally, that HBE is responsible for the 

damages claimed by plaintiffs to the extent plaintiffs allege improper planning, engineering, 

testing, development, and design for the excavation and construction of the Crystal Ridge 

subdivision. (R0076). As alleged by DRB, HBE's liability stems from two areas regarding the 

Crystal Ridge project: (1) "engineering relative to the design of the slope that failed in Crystal 

Ridge", and (2) "engineering services in connection with the design of the sediment controls, a 

storm water management system, water and sanitary sewage facilities, base court and final 

pavement, and the mass grading plan for Crystal Ridge." (R0079-0080). Causation and liability 

regarding the hillside subsidence/slippage at Crystal Ridge were the very issues litigated between 

DRB, the Lang Parties, and HBE in the Federal Case for over sixteen (16) months. Additionally, 

any liability ofHBE attendant to its design of the infrastructure at the Crystal Ridge development 

- provided to the Lang Parties pursuant to a contract executed by Rob Lang on May 4, 2005 - was 

similarly litigated as part of the Federal Case. Ultimately, these issues were tried before Judge 

Keeley in the Federal Case on August 20-23 and 28,2012. (R0399). 

Following the August 2012 bench trial, on September 24,2013, Judge Keeley issued her 
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Trial Order in the Federal Case (R0399).3 DRB appealed Judge Keeley's Trial Order to the 

United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. DRB's appeal was argued before the 

Fourth Circuit on December 10,2014, and by opinion issued April 20, 2015, the Fourth Circuit 

affirmed Judge Keeley's Trial Order (R0489). DRB then petitioned the Fourth Circuit for a 

rehearing. DRB's rehearing petition was denied by Order entered May 19,2015. (R0516). The 

Fourth Circuit's Mandate was issued May 27,2015. (R0519). No further appeal was taken. 

On or about October 19,2015, HBE filed its motion for summary judgment with 

supporting memorandum of law. (R0341-0355). After complete briefmg, including the filing of 

a sur-reply by DRB, giving it the last word, the Circuit Court properly granted HBE summary 

judgment by order entered March 24,2016. (ROOI7-0029t. From this Order DRB now appeals. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

As this Court has repeatedly emphasized, "the application of res judicata is dependent 

upon the distinctive characteristics of a particular case." Ryan v. Benedum Airport A uth., No. 14

1334,2016 W.Va. LEXIS 121 (W.Va. Supreme Ct., Feb. 26, 2016)(memorandum decision), 

quoting Beahm v. 7-Eleven, Inc., 223 W.Va 269, 276, 672 S.E.2d 598 (2008). The facts of this 

particular matter demonstrate that DRB, as plaintiff, had the opportunity to assert negligence 

3 Titled "Memorandum Opinion and Order Containing the Court's Findings ofFact and 
Conclusions ofLaw Granting Judgment in Part to Dan Ryan Builders, Inc. On its Contract Claims, 
Denying Plaintiff Dan Ryan Builders, Inc. 's Negligence Claims and Denying as Moot Defendant Lang 
Brothers, Inc. 's Claim in Contribution Against Third Party Defendant Hornor Brothers Engineers." 

4 By way ofexplanation, an initial Order Granting HBE Summary Judgment, identical in all 
material respects to the Amended Order, was entered by the Circuit Court on March 17, 2016. (R0916). 
Though all parties understood that the initial order was a final and appealable order, to eliminate any 
question, an Amended Order Granting HBE Summary Judgment was entered which simply added a 
paragraph to the conclusion section at the end, making reference to Rule 54(b) of the W.Va. Rules of 
Civil Procedure and expressly finding that the Order disposed ofall claims against HBE and that there "is 
no just reason for delay." 
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claims against HBE regarding the Crystal Ridge development in the prior Federal Case, but did 

not. Nevertheless, the subject ofDRB's current 'contribution' claim against HBE - alleged 

negligence with respect to services related to the design of the infrastructure of the Crystal Ridge 

development or subject fill slope - was litigated and adjudicated in the Federal Case. Therefore, 

the doctrine of res judicata, which precludes a party from asserting any legal theory, cause of 

action, or defense which could have been asserted in a prior action, bars DRB's instant 

contribution/negligence claim against HBE - protecting it from double vexation. Accordingly, 

the Circuit Court's Order granting HBE summary judgment must be affirmed. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

Hornor Brothers submits that oral argument is unnecessary because the dispositive issues 

have been authoritatively decided by this Court, and the facts and legal arguments are adequately 

presented in the briefs and record on appeal. Accordingly, Hornor Brothers respectfully submits 

that the decisional process would not be significantly aided by oral argument, and that this case is 

appropriate for memorandum decision. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

This Court reviews "a circuit court's grant of summary judgment de novo . .. and, 

therefore, [applies] the same s~dard as a circuit court, reviewing all facts and reasonable 

inferences in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party." Powderidge Unit Owners Ass 'n 

v. Highland Props., 196 W.Va. 692, 698,474 S.E.2d 872 (1996) (internal citations omitted). 

Summary judgment is designed to effect expedient resolution of issues without protracted 

litigation if there is essentially no real dispute as to salient facts or if a dispute purely involves a 

question oflaw. See HN Corp. v. Cyprus Kanawha Corp., 195 W.Va. 289, 293, 465 S.E.2d 391 

(1995). If no genuine issue of material fact is involved and a moving party is entitled to 
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judgment as a matter of law, it is the duty ofthe court to grant a motion for summary judgment. 

Spangler v. Fisher, 152 W.Va. 141, 150, 159 S.E.2d 903 (1968); see also Folio v. City of 

Clarksburg, 221 W.Va. 397,400,655 S.E.2d 143 (2007). 

ARGUMENT 

I. 	 The Circuit Court properly applied the doctrine of res judicata in granting HBE 
summary judgment as to DRB's third-party contribution claim. 

A. 	 Res Judicata is the applicable preclusion doctrine, and federal res judicata 
precedent applies. 

In its appellate brief, DRB continues its attempt to limit, discredit, and/or ignore the 

crystal clear holding of this Court just three years ago in Small v. Clawges, 231 W.Va. 301, 745 

S.E.2d 192 (2013). Petitioner's Briefat p. 11-12. Irrespective ofDRB's position, this Court 

unequivocally held that a Circuit Court faced with ruling upon the preclusive effect of a prior 

federal court judgment must apply federal res judicata rules. ld. at 311. The Small decision is 

not limited to addressing merely a situation involving the federal compulsory counterclaim rule 

(Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 13(a)). The Small Court applied no such limitation to its holding that ''the 

preclusive effect of a prior federal court judgment is controlled by federal res judicata rules." ld., 

citing Jefferson Marine Towing, Inc. v. Kostmayer Constr., LLC, 32 So. 3d 255, 259 (La. Ct. 

App. 201 O)("The preclusive effect of a prior federal court judgment is controlled by federal res 

judicata rules."), see also Anderson v. Phoenix lnv. Counsel ofBoston, Inc., 387 Mass. 444, 440 

N .E.2d 1164, 1167 (Mass. 1982)("When a State court is faced with the issue ofdetermining the 

preclusive effect ofa Federal court's judgment, it is the Federal law of res judicata which must be 

examined. "). 

In addition to directing Circuit Courts as to what res judicata law to apply, the Small 

decision provided the three elements necessary to satisfy res judicata in the Fourth Circuit. ld. 
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As correctly utilized by the Circuit Court, the three federal res judicata elements necessary to 

preclude a claim are as follows: 

(1) a judgment on the merits in a prior suit resolving 

(2) claims by the same parties or their privies, and 

(3) a subsequent suit based on the same cause ofaction. 

In fmding .that the second suit involves the same cause ofaction, the court need not 
find that the plaintiff in the second suit is proceeding on the same legal theory he or 
his privies advanced in the first suit. As long as the second suit arises out ofthe 
same transaction or series oftransactions as the claim resolved by the prior 
judgment, the first suit will have preclusive effect. . 

Emphasis added, Small, 231 W.Va. at 311, quoting Ohio Valley Envtl. Coal v. Aracoma Coal 

Co., 556 F.3d 177,210 (4th Cir. 2009).5 Resjudicata (a.k.a. claim preclusion) "bars a party from 

suing on a claim that has already been litigated to final judgment by that party or such party's 

privies and precludes the assertion by such parties ofany legal theory, cause ofaction, or defense 

which could have been asserted in that action." Emphasis added, ld When determining 

whether res judicata precludes claims, Fourth Circuit authority merely requires a showing that 

the subsequent litigation "arises out of the same transaction or series of transactions as the claim 

resolved by the prior judgment." Pittston v. US., 199 F.3d 694, 704 (4th Cir. 1999). Transaction 

"connotes a natural grouping ofcommon nucleus of operative facts." ld. Further, when 

conducting the "fact-bound and practical task" ofdetermining whether claims are based on the 

same cause of action, courts consider claims: "relatedness in time, space, origin, or motivation, 

and whether, taken together, they form a convenient unit for trial purposes." ld. The focus of the 

5 "It is well-established in the Fourth Circuit that causes of action are the same for purposes of 
res judicata if they'arise from the same factual basis,' regardless ofwhether 'the plaintiff in the first suit 
proceeded under a different legal theory.'" Bibbs v. Min. State Univ., Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist LEXIS 22335 
(SDWV), quoting Aliffv. Joy Mfg. Co., 914 F.2d 39, 43 (4th Cir. 1990). 
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inquiry is whether the two actions relate to the same "core of operative facts," and not the "legal 

labels attached to them." Serna v. Holder, 559 Fed. Appx. 234, 237 (4th Cir. 2014). 

Federal Courts have recognized that res judicata operates ''to promote judicial efficiency 

and foster reliance on adjudications by putting an end to a cause of action once litigated," U.S. v. 

Tatum, 943 F.2d 370, 381 (4th Cir. 1991), and further, that the preclusive effect ofres judicata 

"reflects a variety of concerns, including notions of comity, the need to prevent vexatious 

litigation, and a desire to conserve judicial resources." Migra v. Warren City Sch. Dist. Bd. of 

Educ., 465 U.S. 75, 84 (1984). 

This Court has similarly held that 

[a]n adjudication by a court having jurisdiction of the subject-matter and the parties is 
fmal and conclusive, not only as to the matters actually determined, but as to every other 
matter which the parties might have litigated as incident thereto and coming within the 
legitimate purview of the subject-matter of the action. It is not essential that the matter 
should have been formally put in issue in a former suit, but it is sufficient that the status 
ofthe suit was such that the parties might have had the matter disposed of on its merits. 

Emphasis added, ~yl. Pt. 1, Conley v. Spillers, 171 W.Va. 584, 301 S.E.2d 216 (1983); Syl. Pt. 3 

ofSlider v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 210 W.Va. 476, 557 S.E.2d 883 (2001). Thus, "res 

judicata may operate to bar a subsequent proceeding even if the precise cause ofaction involved 

was not actually litigated in the former proceeding so long as the claim could have been raised 

and determined." Blake v. CAMe, 201 W.Va. 469, 477, 498 S.E.2d 41 (1997). 

DRB argues for the fIrst time in its appellate brief that the doctrine of collateral 

estoppel/claim preclusion is applicable to the instant matter, rather than res judicata/claim 

prec1usion.6 DRB's new argument, which should be disregarded by this COurt,7 is clearly made 

6 No suggestion that collateral estoppel was appljcable to this matter was raised by DRB in its 
Opposition to HBE's Motion for Summary Judgment (R0827-0839), nor in DRB's Consolidated Sur 
Reply Memorandum in opposition to the third-party defendants' motions for summary judgment. 
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in an effort to focus this Court on the "actually litigated" element of collateral estoppel8 and in an 

attempt to limit the preclusive effect of the Federal Case on the State Case. Nevertheless, with 

respect to DRB's instant claim of negligence against HBE, which was not but could have been 

asserted in the Federal Case, and which arises from the same factual basis as the claims litigated 

and adjudicated in the Federal Case, res judicata is applicable and appropriately bars DRB's 

claims against HBE. 

1. The Federal Case was litigated to fmal adjudication on the merits. 

As stated above, the Federal Case was concluded after a five day bench trial, followed 

by an appeal to the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals which affirmed the ruling of the trial court. 

Nonetheless, DRB concludes its Petitioner's Brief by arguing that there was no adjudication of 

DRB's instant claims against RBE because (1) the Lang Parties claims against HBE were denied 

as moot, and (2) DRB did not assert any claims against HBE in the Federal Case. DRB's 

position belies the precedential caselaw cited above and is without merit. 

First, applicable Fourth Circuit res judicata authority holds that 

(R0896-0905). To be fair, DRB did suggest in a footnote in its opposition to the Lang Parties' Motion 
for Summary Judgment that ''the doctrine of collateral estoppel is applicable to many ofthe issues tried 
in the federal case." (R0845 FN6). Nonetheless, DRB's 'collateral estoppel' argument clearly was not 
presented to the Circuit Court in any meaningful way with respect to the Lang Parties' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, and not presented at all with respect to HBE's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Therefore, such argument should be disregarded by this Court on appeal. 

7 This Court has held that it "will not consider evidence or arguments that were not presented 
to the circuit court for its consideration in ruling on the motion." Powderidge Unit Owners Ass'n v. 
Highland Props., 196 W.Va. 692, 700,474 S.E.2d 872 (1996). 

8 DRB cites to this Court's decision in Christian v. Sizemore, 185 W.Va. 409, 412, 407 S.E.2d 
715, 718 (1991), which identifies the primary distinction between res judicata and collateral estoppel as 
being the fact that collateral estoppel requires a particular issue to be "(1) decided on the merits, (2) 
actually litigated, and (3) that the entity against whom collateral estoppel is asserted had a prior 
opportunity to litigate his claim." Petitioner's Brief at p. 13. 
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[n]ot only does res judicata bar claims that were raised and fully litigated, it "prevents 
litigation of all grounds for, or defenses to, recovery that were previously available to 
the parties, regardless ofwhether they were asserted or detennined in the prior 
proceeding." Courts presume that a litigant has "done his legal and factual homework" 
and raised all grounds arising out of the same factual context to support his claims. 

Peugeot Motors ofAmerica, Inc. v. Eastern Auto Distributors, Inc., 892 F.2d 355,359 (4th Cir. 


1989)(intemal citations omitted). Further, "broadly speaking, a party always has the option or 


election of raising fewer than all the potential theories of relief that might be available. 


However, it is the rule that when a party can present all grounds in support of his cause ofaction, 


he must do so." Howardv. Inova Health Care Servs., 302 Fed. Appx. 166, 182 (4th Cir. 2008). 

Thus, it matters not whether DRB failed to assert direct claims against HBE in the 

Federal Case - what matters is that DRB could have asserted such claims. DRB contended 

before the Circuit Court that it was not required to assert direct claims against HBE in the Federal 

Case pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 14(a)(3). The Fourth Circuit caselaw makes 

clear, however, that regardless of Rule 14(a)(3), a party is required to assert all claims arising 

from the same transaction or risk being precluded from asserting such claims in a subsequent 

action by application of res judicata. 

Second, although the law clearly precludes DRB from asserting claims which it could 

have asserted in the Federal Case, the same bases for liability alleged by DRB against HBE were 

actually tried during the Federal Case trial. As pled by DRB in the instant action, HBE's 

potential liability falls into two categories: (1) "engineering relative to the design of the slope 

that failed in Crystal Ridge" (R0079, ~ 13), and (2) "engineering services in connection with the 

design ofthe sediment controls, a storm water management system, water and sanitary sewage 

facilities, base court and final pavement, and the mass grading plan for Crystal Ridge"(ld. at ~ 
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13) - known to the parties as the "infrastructure" of the Crystal Ridge development.9 10 As the 

exhibits to HBE's Motion for Summary Judgment clearly reflect, a substantial portion of the 

Federal Case trial was comprised of evidence regarding the cause of the slope failure at Crystal 

Ridge, including HBE's role in causing/contributing to the slope failure. (see generally, 

R0356-0644). Similarly, HBE's alleged liability pertaining to the design of the infrastructure at 

Crystal Ridge was also litigated during the course of the Federal Case and the subject of evidence 

presented at trial. By way of example, in its portion of the Joint Pretrial Memorandum filed in 

the Federal Case, DRB identified the following "contested issues of fact" specifically referencing 

HBE: 

1. Who, between DRB or the Lang Defendants retained HBE to prepare the 
'mass grading plans' that depict the quantity and elevation ofareas of cut and 
fill in Crystal Ridge ... 

2. Whether HBE, having previously identified the dangerous soils in Crystal 
Ridge, had a duty to recommend a geotechnical investigation and to warn the 
Lang Defendants and DRB of the risks associated with developing the property. 

(R0554). 

Further, DRB identified the following "contested issues of law" in the Joint Pretrial 

Memorandum specifically referencing HBE: 

2. Whether HBE had a duty under the Proposal to Provide Engineering Design 
Services dated April 22, 2005, either express or implied, to perform the services 
necessary to design the lot layout, stormwater management system, and utilities 
systems in Crystal Ridge in a manner commensurate with the appropriate 
professional standards applicable to engineers in the field. 

3. Whether a breach by HBE of its obligations to the Lang Defendants to 

9 i.e. streets, curbs, water, sewage, and other utilities. 

10 The division ofDRB's claims against HBE into these two categories is also reflected in 
DRB's Petitioner's Brief's statement of facts, pages 5 and 6. 
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perform the services necessary to design the lot layout, stormwater management 
systems, and utilities systems in Crystal Ridge is imputable to the Lang 
Defendants in such a way to establish a breach by the Lang Defendants of their 
contractual obligations to DRB under the Lot Purchase Agreement. 

5. Whether HBE had a duty under the Proposal to Provide Engineering Design 
Services dated April 22, 2005, either express or implied, to perform the services 
necessary to effectuate a mass grading of the site in a manner commensurate 
with the appropriate professional standards applicable to engineers in the field. 

6. Whether a breach by HBE of its obligations to the Lang Defendants to 
perform the services necessary to effectuate a mass grading of the site is 
imputable to the Lang Defendants in such a way as to establish a breach by the 
Lang Defendants oftheir contractual obligations to DRB under the Lot Purchase 
Agreement. 

7. Whether HBE, having previously identified the dangerous soils in Crystal 
Ridge, had a duty to recommend a geotechnical evaluation and to warn the Lang 
Defendants and DRB of the risks associated with developing the property ... 

(R0558). 

Though it asserted no direct claims against HBE in the Federal Case, DRB felt it 

necessary nonetheless to oppose HBE's motion for summary judgment in the Federal Case and 

outline evidence critical ofHBE developed during discovery. (R0880-R0893). Further, at trial, 

DRB presented the testimony ofexpert witness Doug Forni, PE, to testify "regarding his 

conclusions relative to the deficient and defective design and construction of the stormwater 

management system by HBE, Lang Brothers, and CRD [Crystal Ridge Development, Inc.]" 

(R0522).11 

The indisputable fact is that evidence necessary to prove DRB's contribution claim 

against HBE in the instant action - related to the slope failure, or infrastructure of the housing 

11 DRB's plan to offer testimony critical ofHBE's infrastructure designs backfired, however, 
when Mr. Forni testified that while he may have approached the project differently, he would not say that 
HBE's designs were a deviation from the applicable engineering standard of care. (R0884-0895) 
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development - w~ presented to Judge Keeley in the Federal Case. Regardless of how Judge 

Keeley ruled upon the evidence presented at trial (as dictated by the parties' pleadings, the 

alignment ofthe parties, etc.), ajudgment on the merits was issued following a five (5) day trial 

concerning the precise "transaction" which gives rise to DRB's current third-party claims against 

HBE - the slope failure and attendant problems at Crystal Ridge. 

Without attendant explanation, DRB cites to a decision of the Seventh Circuit Court of 

Appeals (Unisys Med. Plan v. Timm, 98 F.3d 971 (7th Cir. 1996)), presumably for the proposition 

that parties need to be "formally adverse" in the first action to give rise to res judicata in a 

subsequent action. This nonprecedential authority is in sharp contrast to the Fourth Circuit 

authority cited above which prevents the litigation of all claims which were "previously available 

to the parties, regardless of whether they were asserted or determined in the prior proceeding." 

Peugeot, 892 F.2d at 359 (internal citations omitted). Moreover, the particular facts of this 

matter reflect that DRB was as adverse to HBE as it could be in the Federal Case, short of 

asserting a formal claim for relief against it. 

Accordingly, there was clearly a 'judgment on the merits' in the Federal Case to which 

HBE was very much a party. The first element of the applicable res judicata standard is 

satisfied. 

2. 	 The Federal Case and the instant action involve the same parties with 
respect to DRB's third-party claims against HBE. 

On appeal, DRB does not contest this element of the res judicata test, nor could it 

reasonably maintain such a position. With respect to DRB's third-party claims asserted in the 

State Case, the exact same parties present at time of trial in the Federal Case are present in this 

case (namely, DRB, the Lang Parties, and HBE). Accordingly, the second res judicata element is 
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clearly satisfied. 

3. 	 The Federal Case and the instant case involve the same cause of action 
because DRB's "contribution" claim is based upon the same transaction 
as the claims resolved by the Federal Case judgment. 

The Fourth Circuit has stated that "[t]here is no simple test to determine what 

constitutes the same cause of action for res judicata purposes. Each case presents different facts 

that must be assessed within the conceptual framework of the doctrine." Aliff, 914 F.2d at 43. 

What complicates this matter is that after the February 2009 filing of the homeowners' complaint 

against DRB and related entities, DRB filed its own lawsuit in federal court stemming from the 

same transaction/operative facts (the Federal Case). In filing the Federal Case, DRB chose its 

forum, the claims which it asserted, and against whom it asserted those claims. Unquestionably, 

the Federal Case involved the same transaction which is the subject ofDRB's third-party claims 

against HBE in this action; namely, causation and liability regarding the hillside 

subsidence/slippage experienced at the Crystal Ridge subdivision. It is disingenuous for DRB to 

argue that ''the claims asserted in [its] Third-Party Complaint bear no relation to the claims 

adjudicated in the federal case ..." Petitioner's Briefat p. 8. On the contrary, just nine (9) days 

prior to the filing of its Third-Party Complaint, DRB represented to the Federal Court that this 

matter and the Federal Case were "closely related," and that damages sought by plaintiffs in this 

matter "have a huge impact on the potential for settlement in [the Federal Case]," and it is 

"impossible to negotiate a final settlement in th[e Federal] case without attendance of counsel for 

the [State Case] plaintiffs." (R0599-0602). 

The subject matter of the Federal Case is evident not only from the Complaints filed in 

that Case (R0356-0391), Judge Keeley's Trial Order (R0399-0488), and the Fourth Circuit's 

decision (R0489-0515), but also the parties' Joint Pretrial Memorandum filed in the Federal Case 
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(R0520-0572). Any differences between the two actions concern allegations which have nothing 

to do with HBE (Le. fraudulent misrepresentations made by DRB and related entities in the home 

sale negotiation process) and alleged liability beyond the scope of D RB' s contribution claim 

against HBE. Further, any differences in the theories of recovery between the Federal Case and 

the instant case "cannot be fairly said to be 'substantially different' so as to permit [DRB to hale 

HBE] into court to relitigate the core issue adjudicated in the initial suit." Hayes v. Brady, No. 

15-0518,2016 W.Va. LEXIS 503 at p. 9 (W.Va. Supreme Ct. June 8, 2016)(memorandum 

decision), citing White v. SWCC, 164 W.Va. 284,290,262 S.E.2d 752 (1980). 

a. 	 The bases of liability underlying DRB's instant "contribution" claim 
were or could have been litigated in the Federal Case. 

DRB concedes in its appellate brief that "[a]mong other things, the cause of the massive 

slope failure was actually litigated in federal court ..." (Petitioner'S Briefat p. 15), and further, 

that ''the relitigation of that issue should be foreclosed in [the State Case] ..." Id DRB argues, 

however, that res judicata does not preclude its instant contribution claim against HBE because 

West Virginia caselaw requires that contribution claims be asserted in the underlying case (i.e. 

State Case), citing Howell v. Luckey, 205 W.Va. 445, 518 S.E.2d 873 (1999), and CAMC, Inc. v. 

Parke-Davis, 217 W.Va. 15,614 S.E.2d 15 (2005). DRB is correct that Howell and Parke-Davis 

establish that a defendant cannot seek contribution from a joint tortfeasor after judgment in the 

underlying litigation when the joint tortfeasor was not a party to the same. Syi. Pt. 5, Howell, 

205 W.Va. 445. Neither Howell, nor Parke-Davis states, however, that after the filing of 

underlying litigation, a defendant may prosecute a separate federal action concerning the same 

subject matter as the first-filed state action, and when the federal litigation does not pan out for 

the defendant, attempt a "re-do" of the federal claims by repackaging them as contribution claims 
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in the still pending fIrst-fIled action. That is clearly what DRB is attempting to do with its 

contribution clai~ in the instant case. To the extent DRB maintains that its contribution claim 

against HBE could not have been asserted in the Federal Case, caselaw suggests that DRB was 

obligated to submit such claims to the federal court. The Supreme Judicial Court of 

Massachusetts, in a decision cited by the Small v. Clawges Court, explained that 

[t ]he rule of res judicata is designed to forestall a plaintiff from getting ''two 
bites at the apple." We cannot countenance a plaintiff's action in failing to 
plead a theory in Federal court with the hope of later litigating the theory in a 
State court because is was possible, or even probable, that the Federal court 
would have declined to exercise its pendent jurisdiction. Rather, such a plaintiff 
should plead his State claim in the Federal court and if that court fails to hear 
the claim the plaintiff may then ordinarily me suit in a State court. Therefore, 
"in cases of doubt, it is appropriate for the rules of res judicata to compel the 
plaintiff to bring forward his state theories in the federal action, in order to make 
it possible to resolve the entire controversy in a single lawsuit." 

Anderson v. Phoenix Inv. Counsel, Inc., 387 Mass. 444, 452,440 N.E.2d 1164 (Mass. 

1982)(internal citations omitted). To the extent DRB did not even attempt to assert its instant 

claims against HBE in the Federal Case, it did so at its own peril. 

DRB fails to appreciate that contribution is more a remedy (i.e. a theory of recovery), 

than a stand alone theory of liability. The purpose of the inchoate right ofcontribution was to 

"moderate the inequity that resulted when our law enabled a plaintiff to cast the entire 

responsibility for an accident on one of several joint torfeasors by deciding to sue only that 

person." Sydenstricker v. Unipunch Products, Inc., 169 W.Va. 440,452,288 S.E.2d 511,518 

(1982). This Court has recognized that the "right of contribution before judgment is derivative in 

the sense that it may be brought by a joint tortfeasor on any theory of liability that could have 

been asserted by the injured plaintiff." Emphasis added, Sydenstricker, 169 W.Va. at 452, 288 

S.E.2d at 518. The "right ofcontribution arises when persons having a common obligation, 
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either in contract or tort, are sued on that obligation and one party is forced to pay more than his 

pro tanto share of the obligation." Emphasis added, Id. at Syl Pt. 4. Further, the ''touchstone of 

the right of inchoate contribution is this inquiry: Did the party against whom contribution is 

sought breach a duty to the plaintiff which caused or contributed to the plaintiffs damages?" 

Emphasis added, Bd. ofEducation ofMcDowell County v. Zando, 182 W.Va. 597, 603, 390 

S.E.2d 796 (1990). HBE submits that for any contribution claim to be viable, there must be an 

underlying theory of liability asserted against the contribution defendant - some alleged duty 

breached. This could be a claim of breach of contract or a tort. Typically, as in the case at bar, 

the underlying theory of liability is negligence. (R0080).12 When the Court removes the 

"contribution" label,13 and views DRB's instant claim against HBE for what it is - a negligence 

claim against HBE related to the (1) design of the fill slope that failed at Crystal Ridge (R0079), 

and (2) improper planning, engineering, testing, development, and designing for the excavation 

and construction of Crystal Ridge (R0080) - it becomes clear that DRB's claim against HBE 

could have been asserted in the Federal Case. As a result, DRB's claim against HBE is barred by 

res judicata. Ohio Valley Envtl. Coal. v. Aracoma Coal Co., 556 F.3d 177,210 (4th Cir. 2009). 

b. 	 Res Judicata precludes DRB from repackaging its Federal Case claims 
as contribution claims in the State Case. 

In the Federal Case, DRB sought damages in excess of$2 million for expenses "related 

12 DRB's contribution count states, in its entirety, "To the extent Lang, Lang Brothers, Crystal 
Ridge Development, and Hornor Brothers were negligent, and their negligence caused or contributed to 
the harm and injury ofwhich plaintiffs complain, Dan Ryan Builders asserts herein a claim for 
contribution against Lang Brothers, Crystal Ridge Development, Lang and Hornor Brothers with respect 
to plaintiffs' claims against Dan Ryan Builders." 

\3 As stated above, the Fourth Circuit instructs that the focus ofthis inquiry should be whether 
the two actions relate to the same "core of operative facts," and not the "legal labels attached to them." 
Serna v. Holder, 559 Fed. Appx. 234, 237 (4th Cir. 2014). 
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to the massive slope failure and failure ofother soils within Crystal Ridge." (R0561). When the 

NDWV Court awarded DRB no damages related to the slope failure, after concluding that Lang 

Brothers, Inc.' s "poor construction practices were the sole proximate cause of the slope failure on 

Lots 2 through 7," (R0479), DRB was clearly dissatisfied. 14 DRB's frustration attendant to its 

failure to collect damages from the Lang Parties is blatantly apparent in its Brief when 

proclaiming that "[t]he Lang Parties cannot again escape liability for damages they caused 

arising out of the slope failure ..." Emphasis added, Petitioner's Brief at p. 26. However, even 

to the extent DRB believes the NDWV Court's trial decision was incorrect, this Court has 

recognized that "[a]n erroneous ruling of the court will not prevent the matter from being res 

judicata." Slider v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 210 W.Va. 476, 557 S.E.2d 883, 888 (2001). 

Akin to the situation before this Court in Ash v. Allstate Ins. Co., No. 12-1533,2013 

W.Va. LEXIS 1104 (W.Va. Supreme Court, Oct. 18, 20 13)(memorandum decision), DRB's 

third-party claims in this matter "present nothing more than a collateral attack on [the Federal 

Case] ruling, which is barred by res judicata." Id. at 10. DRB is simply attempting to 

"repackage" its Federal Case claims as contribution claims in the State Case to have a second 

bite at the apple. See Ryan v. Benedum Airport Auth., No. 14-1334,2016 W.Va. LEXIS 121 

(W.Va. Supreme ~ourt, Feb. 26, 2016)(memorandum decision)(holding that res judicata 

prevented plaintiffs from attempting to repackage their condemnation damages as tort damages to 

collect twice). Very simply, DRB's claims regarding the hillside slippage at Crystal Ridge, and 

alleged defects in the infrastructure of the subdivision, were previously litigated to conclusion in 

the Federal Case. The law expressly bars DRB from attempting a do-over. 

14 As noted by the Fourth Circuit, "[n]otwithstanding Dan Ryan's dissatisfaction with the 
resulting judgment, it is clear that the district court committed no error." (R0510). 
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DRB argues that the "origin and motivation" behind its claims asserted in the Federal 

Case and the instant third-party claim for contribution is "completely unrelated." Petitioner's 

Brief at p. 23. This statement is wholly inaccurate. The origin ofDRB's claims asserted in the 

Federal Case and the instant matter is the fill slope failure experienced at Crystal Ridge and 

attendant issues regarding alleged defects in the subdivision's infrastructure. The motivation 

behind such claims is to determine who is responsible for the damages sustained, and to allocate 

fault among the parties. Therefore, DRB's contribution/negligence claim against HBE shares an 

identical origin and motivation to the claims prosecuted and adjudicated in the Federal Case. 

Further, such claims very clearly share the sanle core of operative facts. IfDRB's contribution 

claim against HBE were allowed to proceed, the same evidence utilized at trial in the Federal 

Case would be used before the State Case jury to prove (a) the cause of the slope failure at 

Crystal Ridge, and (b) who, if anyone, is responsible for the same. Accordingly, ifD RB had 

asserted its Federal Case claims in the State Case, it would have resulted in a "convenient unit for 

trial purposes" and allowed all interested parties to litigate and resolve disputes regarding the 

Crystal Ridge dev.elopment in one action. By choosing to prosecute the Federal Case - during the 

pendency of the State Case - DRB ran the risk of having res judicata bar any subsequent claims, 

and now it must live with the result. 

B. 	 Fundamentalfairness requires this Court to affirm the Circuit Court's 
award of summary judgment in favor of HBE. 

Perhaps in an effort to grasp at straws to preserve its claim against HBE, DRB argues in 

its Briefthat notions of"fundamental fairness" prevent res judicata from barring its claims 

against HBE. Petitioner's Briefat p. 24. Though this Court may "grasp at straws when 

necessary to correct perceived injustice, [DRB is] wrong to believe this is an appropriate case to 
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temper the wind for the shorn lamb." McMillen v. Dettore, 161 W.Va. 346, 348,242 S.E.2d 459 

(1978). 

Though not raised before the Circuit Court below, DRB's "fundamental fairness" 

argument nonetheless falls short. First, DRB references this Court's decision in Blake v. CAMC, 

noting that misrepresentations and fraudulent conduct preventing a plaintiff (herein DRB) from 

timely learning ofhis claims may trump application ofres judicata. 201 W.Va. 469, 498 S.E.2d 

41, 50 (1997). No such improper conduct is present in the instant matter nor even alleged by 

DRB. DRB was unquestionably aware of the subject fill slope failure, HBE's role in the 

development of Crystal Ridge, and the State Case homeowners' claims against it, long before the 

Federal Case trial. Moreover, as referenced below, DRB's counsel was acutely aware of the 

potential res judicata effect of the Federal Case on its State Case claims at least four months 

prior to the Federal Case trial. (R0625, 20: 17-24). 

Second, DRB's opinion that it was somehow cheated in the Federal Case insofar as the 

Lang Parties "escaped liability" does not require that this Court even the score by giving DRB a 

second chance at those claims. Petitioner's Briefat p. 25. As the Fourth Circuit noted, 

"[c]ontrary to Dan Ryan's contention, [the NDWV Trial Order] does not unfairly penalize it for a 

purely formal error. Rather, it simply holds Dan Ryan to the requirements of the law." (R0509). 

Such should similarly be the case with respect to DRB's instant appeal. This Court has stated 

that "[t]he doctrine ofres judicata is based on a recognized public policy to quiet litigation and 

on a desire that individuals should not be forced to litigate an issue more than once." Hayes v. 

Brady, No. 15-0518,2016 W.Va. LEXIS 503 (W.Va. Supreme Court, Jun. 8, 

2016)(memorandum decision), quoting White v. SWCC, 164 W.Va. 284, 289, 262 S.E.2d 752, 

756 (1980). When DRB's instant contribution claim is 'held to the requirements of the law', it is 
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barred by the doctrine of res judicata. 

DRB had a full and fair opportunity to litigate its claims regarding the slope failure and 

alleged subdivision infrastructure issues at Crystal Ridge in the forum of its choosing, against the 

parties of its choosing, by way of the claims of its choosing. In the Federal Case, the parties 

conducted not less than thirteen (l3) depositions, some of which required multiple days. The 

five-day trial of the Federal Case included the presentation of seventy-three (73) exhibits, and the 

testimony of fourteen (14) witnesses. (R0595-0598). All told, HBE incurred legal costs and 

expenses upwards of $200,000.00 in litigating the Federal Case to conclusion. Now, four years 

post-trial, DRB is attempting to re-litigate the same subject matter by asserting claims against 

HBE arising from the same transaction and operative facts as litigated in the Federal Case. The 

law, and particul~ly the doctrine of res judicata, prohibits DRB's attempt at a second bite of the 

apple, and protects HBE from having to do it allover again. See e.g. State ex rei. Connellsville 

By-Product Coal Co. v. Continental Coal Co., 117 W.Va. 447, 449, 186 S.E.2d 119 (1936)(res 

judicata doctrine intended to prevent a person from being ''twice vexed for one and the same 

cause"). 

Third, DRB's argument that the Circuit Court's award of summary judgment should be 

reversed because HBE did not assert the affirmative defense of res judicata in its Answer to 

DRB's Third-Party Complaint is without merit. As set forth in the factual section above, HBE 

answered DRB's Third-Party Complaint on April 26, 2012 (R0271-0282) - four (4) months 

before the Federal Case trial, seventeen (17) months before the NDWV issued its Trial Order, 

and thirty-seven (37) months before the Federal Case Trial Order was affirmed by the Fourth 

Circuit Court ofAppeals. DRB correctly represents that HBE did not identify res judicata as an 

affirmative defense in its Answer. What DRB failed to suggest, however, is how it was in any 
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way prejudiced by HBE's omission of an affirmative defense that it did not possess when 

answering DRB's Third-Party Complaint. DRB further failed to mention to this Court that on 

the same day that HBE answered DRB's Third-Party Complaint - April 26, 2012 - HBE also 

filed a Motion to Stay Third-Party Claims ofDan Ryan Builders, Inc. Pending Resolution of 

Federal Action, pursuant to West Virginia Code § 56-6-10. (R0285-0291). In support of its 

Motion to Stay, HBE explicitly stated that "resolution of the Federal Case has the substantial 

potential for res judicata, collateral estoppel or claim preclusion effects on DRB's Third-Party 

Complaint claims pending [in the State Case]." (R0288). Moreover, prior to the filing ofHBE's 

Answer and Motipn to Stay, DRB's lead counsel acknowledged before the NDWV Court the 

potential for DRB's instant claims against HBE to be barred by res judicata as a result of the 

adjudication of the Federal Case during a status conference convened in the Federal Case on 

April 16,2012 (R0606-0642). Specifically, counsel for the parties to this appeal were discussing 

with Judge Keeley whether DRB's recent joinder of the Lang Parties and HBE to the State Case 

had any impact on the trial set in the Federal Case for August 2012, and the following exchange 

took place: 

[Counsel for Lang Parties]: Well, Your Honor, the only thing that I would 
say is that the claims against Dan Ryan in the 
state court case which they brought us in for 
claims of breach ofcontract and contribution are 
also the same slope failure issues that are being 
litigated against my clients in this case.· 

THE COURT: I know. But the fact that they are the same 
clients with the same issues in the federal court, 
if they get decided first here and were late filed 
in the state court, why would that have any 
affect on your trial date here? Because certainly 
once they're resolved here, they're just either- I 
suspect they're res judicata in
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[Counsel for DRB]: Could very well be, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: - the state court case. 

Emphasis added, (R0625, 20:17-24). 

DRB cites to this Court's decision in Nellas v. Loucas, 156 W.Va. 77, 81, 191 S.E.2d 

160, 163 (1972), for the proposition that failure to plead an affinnative defense results in the 

waiver of such defense from the trial of the case. Petitioner's Brief at p. 26. In the instant 

matter, however, DRB was not the victim of ''trial by ambush" nor in any other way prejudiced 

by HBE's choice ofpleading. As the Nellas Court stated, pursuant to Rule of Civil Procedure 

15, "when justice so requires and the merits will be served, any amendment to a pleading, which 

was seasonable when the action began, shall be pennitted." ld. at 82. Thus, HBE submits that 

the ends ofjustice, pursuant to Rule 15, dictate that a party be pennitted to amend its 

answer/affinnative defenses to reflect changes in circumstances. As set forth above, the Fourth 

Circuit affinned the NDWV Court's Trial Order in May 2015, and HBE filed the instant Motion 

for Summary Judgment in October 2015. Thus, there was no need for amendment ofpleadings. 

This Court has made clear its "intent to avoid placing fonn over substance in the 

procedures of our courts." Kesari v. Simon, 182 W.Va. 795, 798, 392 S.E.2d 511, 514 (1990), 

quoting Talkington v. Barnhart, 164 W.Va. 488, 264 S.E.2d 450,453 (1980). Insofar as there is 

no evidence to reflect that DRB was prejudiced by HBE's omission of a res judicata affinnative 

defense in its Answer to Third-Party Complaint, DRB's argument is meritless and should be 

quickly disregarded by this Court. 

Accordingly, fundamental fairness is of no aid to DRB. If anything, fairness dictates 

that this Court affirm the ruling below granting HBE its freedom from the Crystal Ridge 

litigation in which it has been involved for the last five years. 
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CONCLUSION 

Respondent Hornor Brothers Engineers respectfully requests that this Court affirm the 

award of summary judgment ordered by the Circuit Court of Harrison County (ROO17-0029) as 

to all ofDRB's claims against it, preserving the dismissal of Hornor Brothers from this action, 

with prejUdice. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Respondent Hornor Brothers Engineers, 

By Counsel: 


Frank E. Simmerman, Jr. ( SB# 3403) 

Chad L. Taylor (WVSB 0564) 

Frank E. Simmerman, m (WVSB# 11589) 

SIMMERMAN LA W OFFICE, PLLC 

254 East Main Street 

Clarksburg, West Virginia 26301 

Phone: (304) 623-4900 

Facsimile: (304) 623-4906 

clt@simmermanlaw.com 

Counsel for Respondent Hornor Brothers Engineers 
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